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1. Izzy Ward: senior editor for ‘It
Can’t Be’ & Trustee for Volunteer

Horace & Dorace High 5 the team

Centre Fenland.
2. Kristian Potter: member of the
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3. Alice Chessman: member of the
editorial team, & cartoonist.
4. Annabelle Hogg: Make-up artist,
& writer.
5. Robert N Fenton. Carpenter
trainee at the Rosmini &
volunteer at Cancer Research.
6. Josef Pankhurst Garage
Equipment and Air Training
Corps.
7. Shaun Freear is a former student
at Meadowgate School and
volunteered with the Town

Council.
Simply, ‘It Can’t Be’ provides a
platform for young people who live,
earn or learn in or around Wisbech
to have our say.
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entrance and equipment hire for
10 players (total worth £100.00
each voucher) to any one of 40+
paintball theme parks across the
UK, which includes the one at
Kings Lynn.

Izzy was awarded her prize for
the inspirational work that she
has written for ‘It Can’t Be’
Happening in Wisbech. She is
by far the most prolific writer
of the 22 young people who
have contributed to the first
three issues of the greatly
appreciated little magazine.
Back issues can be accessed on
the Home Page of the web-site:
volunteercentrefenland.org.uk

Anita Grodkiewicz (left) with
Award winner, Izzy Ward

Early on Izzy attended a
Training Providers meeting
where she told gathered
professionals that being able to
write about things that
interested her helped her
enormously with her dyslexia.
Since then she has gone from
strength to strength.

Winner Izzy Ward was
presented her paintball
voucher by Anita Grodkiewicz,
Manager of the Rosmini
Centre. The voucher gives
Izzy Free entrance for a Full
Day for 10 Players to a Local
Paintball Centre and Free
Equipment.

Please send your entries
electronically or contact us
erbie.murat@fenlandvc.org.uk

Delta Force Paintball has donated
five vouchers each providing free
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www.youthoria.
org/home/news/
If anyone in Wisbech was watching
the X Factor on Saturday night they
should have set it to record and got
down to the Queen Mary Centre to see
our own talented young musicians...

Fenland Volunteer Bureau has been
a registered charity no. 803237 for
nearly 30 years - operating as
Volunteer Centre Fenland (VCF).
Part of the Cambridgeshire and
Peterborough Volunteer Network,
we are specialists in recruiting and
placing volunteers: administering
opportunities for 192 organisations
across Fenland. Visit us on: www.

Welcome to Youthoria » Youthoria
www.youthoria.org/

Youthoria is a website for young
people in Cambridgeshire.
Wisbech LGBT group » News »
Youthoria
Cambridge based charity SexYouality
now runs a group providing Support
and friendship for young people in
the Wisbech area who are discovering
their sexuality.

volunteecentrefenland.org.uk

Apprenticeships » Youthoria

Stop by to see us
Mon/Tues/Thurs 10am to
2.30pm
Rosmini Centre, 69a Queens Rd
Wisbech. PE13 2PH
01945 582 192

www.youthoria.org/home/apprenticeships/

News » Youthoria
www.youthoria.org/news/

Wisbech LGBT group (07/01/2016).
Sixth form colleges - open
days/evenings (16/12/2015). Do
teenagers understand sex and
consent? (09/12/2015).

erbie.murat@fenlandvc.org.uk
‘It Can’t Be’ is published by Erbie
Murat (Fenland Writers Cooperative) on behalf of Volunteer
Centre Fenland. This edition of ‘It
Can’t Be’ was edited by volunteers:
Izzy Ward; Kristian Potter; and
Alice Chessman. © 1 February 2017

Wisbech Girls tackle bullying »
News » Youthoria
www.youthoria.org/home/news/133475831
4.129/
1.

Wisbech Girls tackle bullying. A group
of girls from Wisbech have been
working with Youthoria to help combat
bullying.
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the Galaxy’ (aliens and
space).

Fantastical
Creations

We worked with interesting
performers from all over the
UK. Shown here are 3 of the
creations that our Head
Makeup Artist gave us to
produce. On the last night I
managed to see The Temper
Trap perform one of my
Favourite songs ‘Sweet
Disposition’.

As a makeup artist I value
the fantastic experience I
can get from working at my
craft at festivals, although
this can be very expensive
when buying products and
tools the overall benefits
outweigh any disadvantages.

Annabelle Hogg

I feel that you gain a
monumental amount of
knowledge and skill as you
work with so many different
types of people which
improves: face to face
communication; practical
skills; portfolio; plus enjoy
the festival atmosphere.
Last year in
July, I went
to The
Secret
Garden
Party in
Huntingdon,
for hair and
makeup
artists. I
was part of
a team of 6. The theme for
the year was ‘Gardeners of
5
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Woodwork at
the Rosmini

moment but there’s room for
more, if anyone would like to
make anything and keep
themselves occupied. Please do
not be afraid to ask if there is
anything on. The workshop is
normally open on Wednesday
and Thursday.

I first went to the Volunteer
Centre two years ago and had a
chat with Erbie to see where I
could volunteer. I helped them
at Rose Fair giving out pens and
leaflets and then worked for
Cancer Research in their new
shop. My friend Phil also came
with me, and he also did a few
things. He got me out of my
shell because I was a bit down
and if it wasn’t for Phil I would
still be in my flat now.

The general telephone number
at the Rosmini is 01945 474422,
or just drop in. There is a nice
café there as well, where you
can get tea/coffee/biscuits and
cake.

Robert Norman Fenton

I am now doing woodwork in
the proper workshop at the
Rosmini in Queens Road. I’ve
made lots of things there:
Wooden man on a swing;
carved a squirrel; and I’m
making a model canoe boat.
The carpenter who trains us is
called Jim and his son Jamie are
very good, and understanding
the needs of the people that
they work with. There’s three
of us training there at the

Robert (centre) with Jim
Henderson, and Donna
Houghton.
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No we’re not under pressure honest!

revelations – (Not in this case, it’s
true). This time it was all about my
last show at the Angles Theatre,
including me once more - captured
digitally, randomly posing during
Cliff Richards’s Summer Holiday. It
seems to be my luck to have random
people taking random photos and
then randomly publishing them.

Being part of the editorial team of ‘It
Can’t Be’ is very challenging
sometimes when a well-meaning
camera geek (Erbie, in this case),
pops up, unexpectantly and takes a
photo, and then talks you into
agreeing to publish it.
In this case Kristian and I do look as
though we could kill the
photographer because we may have
been in the middle of serious
research into what could have been
an earth shattering series of

The fact is
though
It’s been fun
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Superheroes in 2017

On July 7th Marvel produces the
aptly named ‘Spiderman:
Homecoming’. Robert Downey Jr
co-stars as Iron Man while Tom
Holland makes his first solo outing
as the web slinger.

2016 was a huge year for comic
book heroes across various forms of
media. There were blockbuster films
such as Deadpool and Batman vs
Superman, engaging TV series like
Daredevil and The Flash and thrilling
comic book events including DK3:
The Master Race and the start of
DC’s Rebirth series. But how will
2017 live up to the past stellar year?

Being released on October 27th is
‘Thor: Ragnarok’. Thor and Hulk are
at each other’s throats as Loki
commences the cataclysmic events.
Will Doctor Strange also appear?
Finally - perhaps the most
anticipated superhero film of the
year as the Justice League finally
unite on the big screen on the 17th
of November. Ben Affleck’s Batman
will take up the role as team leader
in this blockbuster first outing for
the “world’s finest”. The villain has
not yet been revealed but many
speculate it will be the cold hearted
Brainiac.

On the 2nd of March Hugh Jackman
takes up the role of Wolverine for
the last time in ‘Logan’, as does
Patrick Stewart as the influential
father figure of the X-men,
Professor Xavier.
On April 25th things will start to
lighten up as the Guardians of the
Galaxy return for their highly
anticipated sequel. Finally the
mystery of Star Lord’s parentage
will be revealed.
June 2nd will see the release of the
next chapter in DC’s cinematic
universe with ‘Wonder Woman’. Gal
Gadot stole the show when she
made her debut as the Amazonian
warrior in ‘Batman vs Superman’ so
I’m certain she’ll do the same in this
original story against the backdrop
of World War One.

Kristian
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Especially in the town and
precincts of Wisbech.

Izzy on the
meaning of
dreams?

Common dreams that
occur In Wisbech
× Falling dreams – maybe
this has something to do
with a tall building and
homeless pigeons.
× Nude dreams – maybe
you have had too many to
drink.
× Floating dreams – some
drugs can make you light
headed.
× Chase dreams – have you
annoyed anybody today
to the extent that they
are really angry?
× Test dreams – take a hint
and revise!
× Teeth dreams – just a
thought, maybe go to the
dentist?

“I had the strangest dream last
night”. A saying that has us on
the edge of our seats.
Now wouldn’t it be nice to
finally find out what those
dreams mean.
Many researchers have been
trying to discover the hidden
meanings that lie in your
subconscious when you go to
sleep.
Ask yourself if the dream has
meaning or if it has no
significance at all. Dreams that
have the most meaning will
generally occur during the
deeper stages of sleep
(between the times of 2.00am
& 7.00am)
However, meaningful dreams
can occur at any time.
9
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is directing and other things
about the production.
4.
you need
to keep hydrated throughout the
day, as you never know how long
you are going to be there. Eat
properly but not too much, you
don’t want to make yourself sick!
5. Try not to over think every single
thing, you’re just putting
unnecessary pressure on
yourself.

Having been involved with musical
theatre, I have learnt to deal with
audition nerves.
Even the professionals get nervous,
but it’s okay. It just means you care
a lot about your performance.

6. Make sure you have had a good
night’s sleep, because you can’t
be your very best when you’re
over tired.

Now you may be thinking, how can I
stop myself feeling so bad? I know
you are all awesome, but here are
some tips:

7. Always come in clothes that
don’t restrict movement, as you
may be asked to dance.
AND The most basic tip that you
really need to know is be prepared,
if this means getting everything
together the night before, or
bringing every type of shoe that
might come in handy.

1.

–manage your time
to make sure you can get to
auditions and the shows. Make
certain which character you are
going for and that you can
handle the pressure of doing
that part.
2.
–
Look at the play or musical that
you are going in for. Look up the
character. Try to think how you
could portray that person.
3.
– to help you to
relax, chat about things like who

Hope these tips have been helpful
to you. If you are going for an
audition soon then GOOD LUCK
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you go on where you make lots of
friends as well as learn about the
Royal Air Force. Some cadets join
the RAF as a career with more
training away from home for a week
to do everything yourself.
Discipline is very important showing
respect for other people. Drill is also
taught so that when you have to
march the ATC Organisation is smart
and respectable.

The Air Training
Corps
I’m here to talk about how much
fun the ATC (Air Training Corps) is
for young people like me. There is
so much to do against a background of discipline and developing
skills and experience.
The first step is to find your nearest
ATC Squadron by searching the
website
http://www.raf.mod.uk/aircadets/
For me the nearest was 1220
(March). Then, check out when they
have an open evening, when young
people can go along and to join the
cadets. Anyone can join but you
must be between 13 and 17 years
old. After that you can join as an
adult volunteer.
You can get qualifications within the
ATC like level 2 in aviation studies.
Also you do Duke of Edinburgh
Award at three levels: Bronze, Silver
and Gold. If you achieve gold you
get invited to Buckingham Palace to
receive Award.
There is also shooting available;
gliding; mountain biking; abseiling;
rock climbing; kayaking and
canoeing – and annual camps that

Josef
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Demonising!

as swearing in the playground or
breaking windows. According to
Statistics published by
Cambridgeshire police (in 2016
criminal action against anti-social
behaviour was taken by the police in
Wisbech in 1611 cases brought
before the court. This is one third of
all cases.

The new social
illness?

My opinion is that the actions taken
for this kind of behaviour is to
extreme, and people should find
other ways of dealing with it

Has our society lost track of our
responsibility to young people?

Are we now more concerned with
punishing our young people, rather
than helping them to grow and
develop. Ceri Davies, YMCA says
“There are a growing number of
instances where incidents which
used to be regarded as high-jinks or
normal adolescent behaviour 15-20
years ago are being seen as criminal
activity now “, and

The Youth justice board says “Antisocial and offending behaviour is an
emotive issue and one which has
been high on the political agenda for
a number of years”. They say that
diversionary activities works –
enjoyment is key to success.
Engaging young people in positive
and enjoyable activities in the
presence of a positive peer group is
an important first step in addressing
ASB; in many cases young people
become involved in ASB and low
level offending as a result of
boredom and peer pressure.

“There is a danger of the young
person entering a spiral of crime,
which in later life shows itself to be
difficult to break out from".
Labelling effect

In issue one of “it can’t be” we
identified examples of demonisation
(with the media only reporting bad
behaviour), whereas we believe that
vast majority of young people just
need positive opportunities.

'Professor Rod Morgan, chairman of
the Youth Justice Board, believes it
could lead to some youths being
"demonised”. Children were being
sent to court for trivial offences such
12
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Young people March - engages
young people in the community;
the Fusion project at Huntingdon
Youth Centre - Youthoria; st. neots
youth arts project; and in
Peterborough there are targeted
youth projects across the city.

What can we do to prevent
this?
Police and crime commissioner
youth fund for Cambridgeshire – the
aim of this youth fund is to engage
young people (up to the age of 18)
in positive activities in their
community in line with the
commissioners pledge to support
with young people to divert them
away from a life of crime.

In Cambridge City there is extra
funding for youth projects; in East
Cambs there is the Cambridgeshire
Community Foundation; and in Ely
there is the new youth hub
available for young people to get
involved with activities that are
an interest to them and keep
them out of trouble. Adolescents
and young people in their early
twenties would certainly benefit
from similar projects in Wisbech.

Projects must be related to activities
that have potential to reduce youth
crime. There are some young
people initiatives in Cambridgeshire
County that receive funding and
support; but very little in Wisbech.
13
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pineapples, and melons and
peeled grapefruit.

Quality work!

I start work at Delmonte at
quarter to six, and work a
twelve hour shift with two half
hour breaks. (I get paid
minimum wage which is, for
me, £7.20 an hour. I do not get
paid for breaks, but have to
take them.

I went to school at
Meadowgate for seven years. I
liked it.
When I finished at
Meadowgate, I worked with
Erbie at the Town Council for
one and a half years up to
September 2011. This was fun,
and intertying.

Shaun Freear

I was then unemployed for
ages. I went to the Job Café at
the Queen Mary Centre when it
first opened in June 2016. I
went there every Friday
between 10 and 12 for tea and
biscuits, and to chat about
work.
In November 2016 I got a job at
Delmonte. They are helping
people who have been
unemployed a long time by
giving us jobs on the line.

This photo of Shaun with Erbie
Murat (Volunteer Centre
Fenland) was taken at the Job
Café.

I enjoy the work. I have helped
to pack cucumbers; grapes;
oranges; and have also fed the
washing machine with
14
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Who is the real
Phantom?

Giving the illusion he can read?

This one with Lucy, the
Dyslexia specialist?

Having a well-deserved rest
after a day in London?
Rushing to Church?
15
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The editorial Team and other contributors of ‘It Can’t Be’ Magazine would
like to thank the Fenland Citizen for the exceptional article they printed on
their front page on our behalf, and the follow up they did a fortnight later.
We are pleased to say that the Volunteer Centre Fenland, as well as being
able to produce this (fourth) issue of ‘It Can’t Be’ has enough cash to produce
a further two. The Volunteer Centre has also entered into a contract with
the Ferry Project to provide volunteering services for job seekers at the Job
Café at the Queen Mary Centre every Friday morning between 10 and 12.
Come and see us and have a coffee and biscuits.
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Last year Volunteer Centre Fenland was pleased to provide training about the
opportunities that volunteering provides to twelve pupils and four teachers
from Meadowgate School at the Volunteer Centre, and then provide follow
up training at Meadowgate School to identify the kind of volunteering
opportunities that would prove useful to the students.
Teacher, Emily Wilson is pictured here, giving her support to two of the
students who went on to volunteer in the kitchen at the Rosmini Centre, on
Queens Road, making sandwiches for homeless people. This was just one of
the volunteering opportunities that Meadowgate School arranged through
the Volunteer Centre Fenland to provide students with a taste of life outside
school.
Another group was at the Wisbech & Fenland Museum, and there were
youngsters at Glenfield Care Home. In total 12 pupils and 4 teachers were
involved in the initiative.
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Mikelis Zemdega (Supervisor) and Anita Grodkiewicz (Manager) of the
Rosmini Centre.
Volunteer Centre Fenland is very pleased to enter into a partnership with the
Rosmini Centre, who are seeking funds to identify the positive roll of
Traveller & Migrant Communities in shaping Fenland’s Heritage.
The bid is through to the second round and the Volunteer Centre is hoping to
provide the role of project co-ordinator, including: the promotion of the
project; recruiting volunteers to it; identifying training requirements;
delivering training; completing the work of the project; and evaluating and
monitoring volunteers and the project.
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middle of a demonic invasion and
Hell quite literally breaks loose.
The gameplay for Doom feels fast,
smooth and seamless, which helps it
stand out from other FPS games.
The weapons add to the smooth
gameplay. They are simple to use
and do not hinder your ability to
move around. Killing enemies is an
enjoyable experience due to the
huge variety of methods at your
disposal. The ‘glory kill’ system
allows you to rip enemies apart with
your bare hands and feel the power
of the Doom Soldier for yourself.
The graphics used in Doom are
stunning; when you see a puddle of
blood on the floor you genuinely
want to wipe your feet because it
glistens and shimmers in such a way
that it seems very real. The
environments all feel tangible from
the dusty mountains of Mars to the
rocky and fiery terrain of Hell.

From Bethesda Studios and id
Software comes the reimagining of
the classic 1993 first person shooter
which changed video games
forever. Doom is a fast paced and
brutal first person experience which
makes players feel like an
unstoppable juggernaut of
destruction while fighting hordes of
demons who are poised to invade
Mars. Doom is a reboot of the 1993
game of the same name which
captures the essence of the original
while using vastly improved
gameplay mechanics and graphics.

Game producer Marty Stratton
states that Dooms’ key elements are
“badass demons, big effing guns,
and moving really fast”, and he’s
not really wrong. Doom is without
question one of the most
memorable games of the past
decade and rightly deserves the
numerous awards it has won.

The main protagonist is the Doom
Soldier; a man whose sole purpose
is to kill demons and other servants
of Hell. The Doom Soldier awakens
in a Mars research facility in the

KRISTIAN
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series with intertwining plots and
storylines - something that has
never been attempted before on
such a scale. While DC is now
working on their own cinematic
universe, they have produced great
films before such as Watchmen;
Superman (1978); and The Dark
Knight trilogy, which is, arguably,
one of the best film trilogies ever.
It’s a question of what do you
prefer; quality or quantity.

DC vs Marvel:
Kristian’s take on the
eternal debate
Ever since comic book heroes
became pop culture figureheads,
the biggest question on everybody’s
lips has been “so what do you like
more – DC or Marvel?” DC and
Marvel are both primarily comic
book companies so that’s where
we’ll start.

Perhaps the biggest part of this
debate is who has the best
characters. DC’s “trinity” are of
course Batman, Superman and
Wonder Woman, each one being as
inspiring in real life as they are in a
fictional plot. They have all stood
the test of time over 70 years since
they first appeared on a page.
Marvel has heroes such as
Spiderman, Hulk and Wolverine but
none of them can top the popularity
and everlasting appeal of Batman or
Superman.

When you compare the story
quality and long lasting appeal of
Marvel and DC’s comics, the winner
(in my opinion) is DC. Watchmen,
The Dark Knight Returns and The
Death of Superman are just three
DC graphic novels that changed the
entire comic book medium and are
still regarded as three of the best
graphic novels of all time. Marvel
meanwhile has produced great
stories but not in the same league
as DC. Their best hits include
Ironman: Extremis; Civil War; and Xmen: The Phoenix saga.
In terms of films there’s no question
that Marvel is on a roll with recent
hits like Guardians of the Galaxy; Xmen: Days of Futures Past; and
Avengers Assemble. Marvel has
changed the game by creating a
linked ‘universe’ of films and TV
20

